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About the Company

AJS is an award-winning provider of legal and business software solutions that 
help organisations to manage their finances, automate business processes 
and increase productivity. Offering an enterprise solution from beginning to 
end, the AJS suite of products gives firms real-time visibility into their financial 
and business operations, allowing them to make more informed decisions. 
These intuitive, turnkey solutions use best-of-breed design technologies to 
ensure that AJS remains at the forefront of the software industry.

AJS was established in 1979, and it quickly became the leading legal 
accounting system for mid to large sized law firms in South Africa.  Although it 
earned its reputation for dependable accounting, these days it provides a 
broad range of complementary products which include a Call Centre 
Management system, a Document Automation system, Agency/ 
Conveyancing software, and a revolutionary Process Management or 
“Workflow” system.

In 2007 AJS was acquired by the O2Smart Group of Companies which has its 
head office in Johannesburg, South Africa. O2Smart includes various software 
technology businesses including AJS Accounting and Call Centre 
Management, XpressDox Document Automation, Avid Software and Galaxy 
Software Distribution. The Group has a direct presence in all of South Africa's 
major centres with resellers and customers throughout the world.

As a result of regular customer feedback and constant innovation, AJS will 
continue to enhance its product offering into the future, reinforcing its 
position as a leading software vendor in Southern Africa and abroad.



Challenges facing Call Centres

In today's fast-paced business world, call centres face a number of challenges – some new and some not so new. In the past, debt 
collection businesses enjoyed high margins and even if they weren't that efficiently managed they invariably made good profits by default. 
But all of that has changed.  Today, call centres need to be at the top of their game in order to meet the “more-for-less” challenge, increasing 
debt recovery rates, reducing collection time, and reducing collection costs.

The biggest challenge facing today's call centres is the drive to increase productivity. High volumes, poor data quality, low margins and 
ever-increasing overheads – for example the high cost of communication - all compel firms to look for cheaper, better, faster, and smarter 
ways to drive their call centres. Arguably the biggest challenge for call centre businesses is their high staff turnover, with staff recruitment 
and training being an on-going and costly exercise.

It is not only these traditional challenges that are putting call centres under pressure. New and impending DCA and NCA legislation is 
eroding margins and complicating the process even further. Call centres are also under intense pressure from their clients to perform, 
which means that Agent performance and incentives need to be objectively measured.

Increased competition compels call centres to be better than their competitors in order to win new business and retain existing clients.  
This means that it is essential for firms to inject their own unique ideas and strategies into their collections process. Unfortunately, almost all 
debt collection software on the market today is rigid in its functionality, which means that firms are limited to what their software can do. 

To beat these challenges, call centre businesses need to select a technology solution that is both powerful and flexible, and the AJS Call 
Centre System is simply way ahead of the field in these areas. Designed from the ground up to address the challenges facing modern call 
centres, the AJS Call Centre software is logical and easy to learn, ensuring that Agents can be trained up in the shortest space of time. To 
ensure that Agents have all the tools they need, the Agent Console displays all the required information to achieve first call resolution on a 
single screen, and automatic workload distribution helps to ensure that Agents are as productive as possible. 

In a nutshell, the AJS Call Centre system has everything today's call centres need to be productive, compliant, well managed, and highly 
profitable. But most importantly, the AJS system is completely configurable, ensuring that your unique strategic and operational 
advantages are reinforced by your call centre software.



AJS Call Centre System Overview

The AJS Call Centre system is a call centre and debt collection management solution which allows the operator to increase 
capacity and performance over traditional and/or manual systems. Simply put, this means that you need fewer operators to handle your 
call centre volumes. Since salaries remain the largest cost for most businesses, reducing people costs is one of the most important aspects 
of profitability.

AJS Call Centre is the only system on the market with a feature called “Smart Active Management”.  This functionality helps with the 
organisation and structuring of large volumes of matters and data, enabling operators to create telephone call, print, SMS, email, and fax 
campaigns. These campaigns are then managed via a simple-to-use interface, allowing the administrator to adjust strategies on the fly.

Optimum operation is ensured through the use of built-in query resolution, data cleaning, tracing and LSDA resolution workflows, all of 
which increase throughput. The Active Management engine analyses the status of each matter, and based on the rules of the operator it 
automatically channels the matter in the right direction for appropriate action - for example an SMS or a telephone call. AJS Call Centre can 
be operated in an inbound, outbound, mixed, or even a predictive dialling environment.

Because AJS Call Centre is completely integrated with the industry leading AJS accounting system, there is no need for problematic and 
time-consuming importing and exporting of information with third party systems.  This integration with AJS accounting also provides a 
full legal process management engine which includes legal document templates, processes, and prescribed tariffs as specified from time 
to time. AJS Call Centre is fully compliant with the rules of the National Credit Act and the Debt Collectors Act. 

Built on top of the tried and tested Universe SQL database, AJS Call Centre is extremely robust. This not only means that your information is 
secure, but it also means that regardless of the size of your call centre, AJS remains incredibly fast.

In addition to the advanced software and the “talked about” levels of customer service, AJS Call Centre goes even further with an optional 
“all-in” pricing package that includes on-going product version updates, training, and support. This means that you can budget for a fixed 
monthly price, regardless of whether additional training or support is required.

significantly 



AJS Call Centre Benefits

          Benefits for the Collections Agent

The AJS Call Centre system is simply way ahead of the competition when it comes to call centre management. This is partly because of its 
power and flexibility, but also because of its ease of use.  As a result, collection Agents take to the system quickly and easily, and productivity 
increases significantly as a result.

In short, the AJS Call Centre provides a platform for Managers and Agents to improve productivity. The system functions as a “work 
management system” that assists management to effectively execute on the business strategy and to improve throughput. Agents are 
encouraged to work matters as they are presented, and to provide status outcomes for all worked matters. This ensures that all collectable 
matters are secured through actively managing individual payment profiles and that those matters which are not fit for collection are 
removed from the primary collections environment – eliminating wasted time.

Management can then focus on strategies around collectable matters, and allocate resources as required. The Supervisor and 
Administrator Consoles are used to manage the staff, work, and processes whereas the Call Centre Console is used by the Agents to record 
and update the status of their matters, and for their interaction with debtors. 

In addition to the increase in productivity, AJS Call Centre also reduces costs through the use of bulk communication channels. All of this 
helps to reduce costs while increasing efficiency and productivity.

The AJS Call Centre system provides a number of real benefits for the Collections Agent.

Firstly, the Agent Console is extremely easy to learn and use, and this ensures that Agents get the most out of the system. It also means that 
new Agents can be trained to use the system in a relatively short space of time, facilitating business growth, and removing the re-training 
problems associated with the high staff turnover experienced in the debt collection industry.

The AJS Call Centre Console is intended to make the collections environment more efficient, with add-on functions that enable the 
business to execute strategies, monitor performance and adjust processes which will result in improved collections. It is a fact that the 
success of the business relies on the performance of each collections Agent, and this is an area in which the AJS Call Centre software leads 
the field.

To ensure that Agents work efficiently, the Console provides a comprehensive view of each matter, and this means that the Agent doesn't 
need to switch between screens to find the information they need.  Aspects such as contact details, financial information, settlement 
amount, whether or not a PTP is in place, and even debtor attitude are always visible on the Console.  The Agent can also access all 
necessary functions from the Console (for example send an email or SMS), saving time. Another remarkable feature is that where debtors 
have multiple debt on the system, the other matters are shown on the Console, improving the collection rate.

AJS Call Centre also includes a detailed history enquiry which displays all actions on a matter since its inception.  The history enquiry shows 
all financial transactions, internal notes, document attachments, and even SMS messages and emails sent. Not only does this ensure that 
Agents have all the information they need at their fingertips, but it also promotes the idea of a paperless office, reducing costs, saving office 
space, and increasing efficiency.

To increase productivity still further, and to remove as much unnecessary clutter from the Agents as possible, automated workflow ensures 
that call backs, defaulters and reminders are all worked automatically. 

Another important aspect is that automated workload distribution provides an opportunity for Agents to over-perform on targets and to 
grow their personal book. Performance reporting clearly highlights those Agents who over-perform and those who do not.



          Benefits for the Supervisor/Administrator

          Benefits for the Organisation

For the Supervisor, the AJS Call Centre system manages the workload of Agents through automated workload distribution, and through 
segregation of matter types. The system includes the industry-leading Smart Campaign Manager which manages all aspects of work 
distribution between the Agents. The Supervisor is able to view the available workload at any point throughout the day, and can change 
the campaign or the book that Agents are working at any point. To generate additional work, the Supervisor can also create a new 
campaign or release SMS messages and emails if necessary. This ensures that Agents are as productive as possible, and it allows top Agents 
to over-perform. The Supervisor can also manage bulk communications sent to debtors via the system.

Supervisors are able to configure, change, and manage the user's rights, as well as customise the Agent Console outcomes and processes. 
This allows the Supervisor to limit the actions Agents may take when working matters, simplifying the process, and eliminating the 
potential for making mistakes.

Through various reports and visible management indicators, Supervisors can monitor Agent performance accurately, easily and 
objectively at any point during the day. This allows the Supervisor to take immediate action on performance issues. In addition, there are 
several generic system reports available that provide information on the performance of campaigns, and these allow Supervisors to 
measure and implement more effective campaign strategies in order to increase collections. Since the AJS Call Centre system includes a 
custom report generator, custom reports (for example, for data-mining) may be designed at any time. 

Monthly targets may be set per Agent, and a report may be run at any point during the month to see how far the Agents are from making 
target and what commission will be paid over to each Agent. There are two commission reports: The Agent Commission Report which 
shows the total collected per Agent, the total number of PTPs per Agent and the value of the PTPs, plus the total PTPs that made payment, 
the target per Agent and what still needs to be collected to make target. The Detailed Commission Report shows each payment made 
separately, as well as the difference between the PTP amount and payments received (this will help managers to see when Agents are 
logging false PTPs) and the Agent who will receive the commission. A receipt will only be allocated to an Agent for commission if the PTP 
was logged prior to the  payment being made, and if the PTP is logged after payment is received then the Agent will not earn commission.

The benefits for the Organisation are exactly what you would want from such a system: increased income, reduced costs, better 
management and control, more motivated Agents and improved client service.

To expand on this, the AJS Call Centre system increases income by empowering Agents to manage more matters in a given day. For 
example, all of the information and functionality which Agents need is accessible from the Console, which saves time. In addition to that, 
the auto-distribution of work ensures that Agents are kept productive, and individual performance reporting gives Agents the ability to 
monitor their own performance.

Costs are reduced in similar fashion.  It stands to reason that if Agents are able to work more matters in a given day, fewer Agents will be 
needed to handle the workload, and this is a major saving for the Organisation. For further savings the system makes use of bulk 
communication methods such as email and SMS messaging to reduce the costs of collection. Allied to this, the system includes the most 
powerful and flexible document templates system on the market, which is used for all repetitive documents, emails, and SMS messages. 
This not only saves time, but it improves accuracy, and ensures a consistent, professional communication from all Agents.

Improved management and control is achieved through objective performance reports, which allow Supervisors to monitor the 
performance of their Agents. In addition, visual controls on the Agent Console shows Supervisors clearly if an Agent is on a break, including 
when the break began. Different colour screen backgrounds are used for different break types, and the display begins to flash if an Agent 
exceeds the allotted time for that break type. The system can automatically ask the Agent why they exceeded their break, and this 
explanation is then forwarded to the specified Supervisor via email or SMS.

The powerful campaign manager ensures that campaigns match the organisation's strategy, and rapid adjustments can be made to a 
campaign if it is proving to be ineffective.  Client service is enhanced through successful conversion and through better-executed business 
strategies to meet your client's expectations. Lead times are also reduced through process efficiency as well as the flexible campaign 
manager.





Features

Fully Integrated with AJS Legal Accounting

Work distribution to Agents

Agent breaks

The AJS Call Centre system is completely integrated with the well-known AJS Accounting and Business Management system, and this 
integration eliminates troublesome and time-consuming importing and exporting from third party systems.  Thanks to the industrial 
strength Universe SQL database that powers AJS, you can rest assured that the AJS Call Centre system will be able to handle the high 
transactional volumes associated with large debt collection call centres.

The AJS Call Centre software was designed to auto-distribute files  based on the number of people available for work. Thus matters are 
queued on a 'first-come-first-served' basis. This allows Agents to grow their personal book based on individual production and 
performance. The Supervisor will make work available by allocating campaigns in the Supervisor Console. An auto call campaign may also 
be used, which will automatically load campaigns as the previous campaign matters are completed. These campaigns are created by the 
Administrator in the Administrator Console, and are based on the business strategy. All buttons and icons selected by an Agent result in 
data being written to the database. This data is used by the programme to determine which next action is required on the matter. A matter 
may be placed in multiple statuses and thus be available to be worked in several different campaigns simultaneously - for example, a PTP 
may be logged along with a query. 

Agents place themselves on a break when their Console is not being used for a period of time, and the system will automatically log the 
Agent out after a specific period of inactivity. Colours are set for each type of break, for example red may indicate an 'inactive' status; orange 
for 'lunch', etc. making it easy for the Supervisor to see which Agents are away from their desks. The screen begins to flash if a specified time 
limit for a type of break is exceeded. The time elapsed since the beginning of the break is also displayed on the screen, along with the user's 
name, to assist the Supervisor to manage the Agent's time. The system can automatically ask the Agent for the reason why they exceeded 
their break, and this explanation is then forwarded to the specified Supervisor via email or SMS.

Break  Ready  Search  Attach  Contacts  Support  Stats  Logout



The Console

Debtor information

The Console contains all of the information that the collections Agent needs to engage with a debtor on the telephone. For ease of use and 
to save time, all often-used functions (dial, send email or SMS, etc.) are accessible from this screen. The toolbar at the top of the screen 
allows the Agents to book themselves out on a break, search for a matter, attach documents, request support, and view their own 
performance stats.

The information displayed here is dependent on the information provided by the client and the importing of this information into the 
database. The AJS Call Centre system creates a unique identification key for each debtor which makes it possible to link one debtor to more 
than one matter (multiple debt) – saving time and reducing tracing costs.  If required, this feature may be de-activated to comply with 
POPI. Typical information on the right hand side of the Console is the debtor name information, the debtor attitude indicator (which 
provides the Agent with the opportunity to be better prepared and to adjust their own attitude and behaviour when speaking to the 
debtor), a gender indicator, the add note function and an enquiry function, instructions in red text providing useful information, contact 
information for the debtor, whether there is other debt for this debtor (multiple debt), and information on the campaign being worked 
(campaign script). The multiple debt indicator is particularly useful, since the Agent can make arrangements on all matters for a particular 
debtor at the same time, avoiding repeat calls. Another very useful indicator in this section is whether the debtor is capable of paying or 
not.



Searching for Information

Document Attachments

Matter information

A matter may be searched on the reference number, matters worked, or client reference number. Additional search criteria not listed above 
may also be added. The availability of the search function is determined and set by the Supervisor .

There are a number of ways in which the AJS Call Centre system assists firms to reduce costs by going “paperless” - for example, email and 
SMS messaging rather than a print or fax campaign.  But by far the most effective way to reduce paper in the business is to use the 
document management or “attachments” facility in the system.  Document management ships standard with the AJS Call Centre 
software, and users can attach most media, including electronic documents, scanned paper documents, emails, diagrams, photographs, 
and even sound recordings and video clips.  Attachments can also be emailed directly from the enquiry screen, saving time.

For even more automation, system generated documents may be attached to the matter automatically - for example summonses, copies 
of documents, and even SMS messages and emails sent via the AJS Call Centre system. Incoming paper documents may be scanned to 
email using a scanner, and attached via the attachments option in AJS or by simply clicking on the Paperclip icon in Microsoft® Word, Excel, 
or Outlook. The AJS Call Centre system supports certain digital scanners which allow documents to be scanned directly to a matter without 
going via email first.

The left hand side of the Console has been allocated to information pertaining to the matter and for the financials of the matter. Any 
information available in the database that has been provided by your client may be displayed, and these fields are configured by the 
system Supervisor.  Typical information on the left hand side of the Console would include file name, client name, the matter description, a 
list of debtors related to the matter, a visual indicator of matter status (where status buttons light up), a six month payment history, all 
financial information for the matter including capital, interest, fees, disbursements, collection commission, balance, settlement, discount, 
minimum payment, maximum period, instalment and receipts to date.



Contact telephone numbers

Communication buttons on the Console

The Collections Agent can add numbers and confirm “right party contacts” at the press of a key, and once again, the user interface has been 
kept as simple as possible to minimise training. 

The system keeps track of all recorded contact telephone numbers, and intelligently manages the information providing the Agent only 
with numbers available for dialling, and removing incorrect numbers. The Agent can indicate whether a number is correct or bad and 
whether the number is a landline, fax or mobile number, and whether this is a home or work number.

If the AJS Call Centre system is integrated with a dialler solution, the Agent can answer or make calls directly from the Contact Telephone 
Number screen, saving time.

Also on the Console are the “communication buttons”, which are used to kick off the communication process with the debtor and these 
buttons are dependent on the telephony or dialler solution being used. The system also caters for IVR switchboards where an extension 
number or routing option needs to be selected. For convenience, the history enquiry, add note, and post fee buttons are also shown in this 
area.

Add Edit Delete Correct Unkn. Bad No Land Fax Mobile Home Work Default Close



Instant settlement calculation

Account  history 

By clicking on the settlement calculation button, the Agent 
can instantly email a settlement amount to the debtor.  The 
settlement calculation takes into account the In Duplum rule, 
and complies with all of the requirements , and ..."is in line 
with the requirements of the National Credit Act ("NCA") and 
Debt Collectors Act ("DCA")." Another really useful function 
on the Console allows the Agent to send banking details to 
the debtor via email, SMS, or fax, saving time.

The account history button may be selected to view the history of transactions and notes on a matter. Every “outcome” selected by the 
Agent will automatically be added to the account history as a note. Any document attachments are also shown in this view.

One of the most useful features in AJS Call Centre is the ability to add notes to the matter on the fly.  For example: “Debtor is thinking of 
consulting a Debt Counsellor”. This note displays on the matter enquiry screen.

 



Once the Agent has finished working on the 
matter, they click on the outcome button to 
record what action they have taken with the 
matter.  The system caters for a number of 
outcomes, including Schedule a call back, Left a 
Message, No contact, Logged LSDA, Query, Refuse 
to pay, Log a trace, or Reminder.  All actions are 
written to the database and recorded in the 
account history. These buttons may be enabled 
or disabled via the Campaign Manager, and 
depending on the rules for a particular 
campaign, some of these buttons may be 
unavailable to the Agent.

Another of the outstanding productivity 
features in the AJS Call Centre system is the PTP 
function.  This allows the Agent to log a PTP on 
the system, and to perform calculations such as 
the monthly instalment while speaking to the 
debtor. 

Information and charts from the AJS Call Centre system may be displayed on wall-mounted televisions or projector displays. This allows 
management to see vital statistics at a glance, and it may also be used to show the Agents information about their collections as a group. 
This visual information is used for both management control and to motivate Agents to perform better, and any number of displays may be 
configured on the system.

Visual Reporting



Other leading software products from O2Smart

AJS Accounting System

XpressDox Document Assembly

AJS Flow Online Process Manager

AJS Agency Conveyancing System

Firefly Conveyancing Costs Calculator

Since its first release in 1979, the AJS Accounting System has been enhanced and updated constantly, making it the most 
comprehensive legal and professional accounting software package in Southern Africa.  Today, hundreds of law firms and 
corporates of all sizes trust AJS to manage their finances, with one in five law firm staffers using AJS to manage their daily 
tasks. AJS has at its foundation a time-proven accounting system with over 30 years of successful trust audits to its credit.  
To ensure compliance with audit recommendations, the AJS system makes use of 7-column ledger with support for multi-
branch, multi-currency, multi-ledger, and multi-trust/business bank accounts. Standard features include batch posting, 
batch importing of transactions, online receipts, online cheque printing, invoicing options, bank reconciliation, debtors 
and creditors, asset register, investments, flexible reporting, and a host of other features you would expect from a world-
class accounting solution.

The XpressDox software allows law firms to create precedents for repetitive and complex documents.  These templates are 
then run using Microsoft® Word or a browser, saving time and allowing firms to increase fees through the effective re-use of 
information. There are various versions of XpressDox: Lite, the entry level system which is ideally suited to small law firm 
usage; XpressDox Desktop, which includes all of the commands required for advanced usage in Microsoft® Word; 
XpressDox Server for use over the Internet or as a Cloud implementation; and lastly as an Applications Programming 
Interface where XpressDox is integrated into other third-party applications. XpressDox is fully integrated into AJS which 
allows the templates to make use of client and matter data stored within the accounting system database. 

The AJS Flow system is a Cloud-based solution that allows for the management of any type of process, for example 
conveyancing, litigation, foreclosures, insurance claims processing, property development, etc. Steps in the process might 
include diarising an item for a future date, sending an SMS or email, raising a fee, merging a letter, or routing the matter to a 
different user.  A remarkable feature of the system is its visual progress report which is available to all authorised users, 
including external users who have rights to view their data. AJS Flow integrates fully with the XpressDox Document 
Assembly system and the AJS legal accounting system.

Developed using the AJS Flow system, the AJS Agency software caters for the management of all aspects involved in 
Agency Conveyancing, including bar-code tracking, client reporting, billing according to the guideline tariff, visual 
reporting on progress as well as exception reporting on overdue matters.  Since the system is cloud-based, no file servers 
are required. The system produces lodgement and registration reports which include the Deeds Registry barcode for 
tracking. The AJS Agency system integrates fully with XpressDox and with the AJS accounting system.

The Firefly system is a conveyancing costs calculator which runs on most smartphones, allowing estate agents to calculate 
financial information for a sale or a purchase of a property on the fly.  Calculations include Transfer Costs, Bond Costs, 
Monthly Bond Instalments, Increased Instalments, Lump Sum Deposits, Bond Affordability, Agent Commission, Price per 
Square Meter, and Capital Gains Tax.  A number of law firms sponsor Firefly for their estate agent clients in order to 
strengthen their relationship.



About AJS Services

AJS is committed to total customer satisfaction. We recognise that great 
software products are only the beginning, and that for a complete solution 
you also need great service. We deliver both. Our team of highly trained and 
experienced software engineers are dedicated to helping you get the most 
out of your AJS solution.

All service requests are logged in the AJS helpdesk tracking system and are 
actioned as speedily as possible. Once completed, the client is advised of the 
completion of their request. With the advent of the Internet most service 
requests nowadays are performed remotely. This reduces costs and ensures 
that our customers receive solutions to their requests in the shortest time 
possible.  This also means that any of the AJS software engineers may be called 
upon to provide assistance, regardless of where they are based or where the 
customer is located. As a result turnaround times are reduced significantly. 

Comprehensive training is offered on all of our products, both at time of 
installation and into the future. Prior to all new installations, a comprehensive 
requirements analysis is performed, and this is converted into a detailed 
project plan which covers all aspects of the installation. This ensures that new 
clients get the most from AJS and are up and running in the shortest amount 
of time possible. 

Healthy relationships are built on transparency, honesty and trust – and these 
are values that every member of the AJS team embraces.



Another innovative solution by                            sales@ajs.co.za  /  0861 265 376
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